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The spei� heat of polyrystalline SmIn

3

has been measured over the temperature range of 0.5 K

to 25 K. At 15.2 K it revealed a �{type anomaly whih was assoiated with the antiferromagneti

(AFM) phase transition. Below 11 K the spei� heat showed the usual temperature dependene

expressed by the formula Cp = T + ÆT

3

, the last term being the sum of the lattie (�T

3

) and

the magneti (�T

3

) spei� heats. The entropy related to the transition was lose to the value

S = R ln 4; whih was expeted for the lowest laying rystalline �eld quartet. The thermal and

eletrial ondutivity of SmIn

3

(polyrystal), as well as of polyrystalline samples of LaIn

3

was

measured in the temperature range between 4 K and 40 K. The rystal{�eld Lorenz number was

alulated from the magneti ontributions to the thermal and eletrial ondutivity. It turned out

to be a dereasing funtion of temperature as a result of di�erent e�ets of inelasti sattering on

the thermal and eletrial kineti oeÆients.
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I. SPECIFIC HEAT

The intermetalli ompound SmIn

3

rystallizes in a

primitive ubi struture of the AuCu

3

{type. It beomes

antiferromagnetially ordered below 16 K [1℄. In this pa-

per measurements of the spei� heat of SmIn

3

between

0.5 K and 25 K are reported.

The measurements were arried out by an adiabati

method in the apparatus desribed elsewhere [2℄. The

sample was prepared by ar melting the omponents on

water{ooled opper base in a pure{argon atmosphere.

The starting materials were 3N pure Samarium and 5N

pure Indium. The quality and phase homogeneity were

on�rmed by an X{ray di�ration.

The spei� heat of SmIn

3

(Fig. 1) revealed a �{type

anomaly due to the AFM ordering below T

N

= 15:2 K.

From the suseptibility measurements some higher Neel

temperature, T

N

= 16 K was reported by Bushow et al.

[1℄.

In addition to the usual lattie and eletroni terms,

the magneti spei� heat due to exhange interations

between the eletroni spins also ontributed in the tem-

perature range where the measurements were done. At

the temperatures below 1 K a nulear spei� heat of Sm

ions is also signi�ant [3℄.

In order to extrat the magneti ontribution C

M

to

the spei� heat, we had assumed that the lattie (C

L

)

and the eletroni (C

E

) terms for SmIn

3

were the same

as for LaIn

3

, as given by Nasu et al. [4℄ and Van Diepen

et al. [5℄.

After the substration of the LaIn

3

heat apaity from

that measured for SmIn

3

we an give an estimate for the

entropy related to the phase transition. Presumably, the

short range ordering whih still auses an extra ontri-

bution above the Neel point, does not ontribute signi�-

antly above 25 K. The entropy related to the transition

was equal to 10:9 J/mole. This was lose to the value

S = R ln 4 = 11:5 J/mole whih was expeted for the

lowest laying rystalline eletri �eld (CEF) quartet (ef-

fetive spin 3/2). The entropy hange above T

N

amounts

to 30 % of R1n4.

Fig. 1. The spei� heat of SmIn

3

against temperature

around the antiferromagneti phase transition as well as in

the lower temperature range (insert). LaIn

3

spei� heat data

are also shown [5℄.
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The best agreement with the data was obtained

with C

M

proportional to T

2:7

. The magneti spei�

heat as funtion of temperature was plotted in Fig. 2.

The straight line orresponds to the equation C

M

=

10:8T

2:7

mJ/Kmole. Kimura [6℄ has shown that a di�er-

ent kind of dependene, besides the expeted T

3

depen-

dene may our in the ase of a strong magnon{phonon

oupling in an antiferromagnet.

Fig. 2. Magneti ontribution to the spei� heat of SmIn

3

against the temperature, as extrated from the measuring of

spei� heat and the eletroni part and the lattie ontribu-

tion of Lam

3

.

On Fig. 1 the ommonly used Cp=T vs T

2

plot is also

shown. Below 11 K the data appeared to be represented

in a satisfatory fassion by the formula Cp = T + ÆT

3

where the �rst term orresponded to the eletroni on-

tribution and the seond term was the sum of the lat-

tie and the magneti spei� heats. The values of the

onstants were (for spei� heat in mJ/Kmole)  = 42

and Æ = 4:65. The eletroni spei� heat oeÆient

 determined in this manner was very high in om-

parison with the values of 6.3 for LaIn

3

[4℄ and 11.4

for PrIn

3

[4℄ respetively. Assuming the lattie ontri-

bution to be the same as for that of LaIn

3

, we an

present the magneti ontribution to the spei� heat

as C

M

= 3:59T

3

mJ/Kmole.

Below 4 K an anomaly in the spei� heat was ob-

served, most probably due to Sm

3+

as magneti \im-

purities". We think that the temperature dependene of

the di�erene C

imp

= Cp� 42T � 4:65T

3

�C

N

(here for

C

N

we have adopted the value given by Lounasmaa [3℄

for the nulear spei� heat of Samariummetal) with the

maximumat 1.35 K (Fig. 3) is harateristi for magnet-

ially ordered Sm

3+

ions in SmIn

3

. The entropy assoi-

ated with these \impurities" equaled S = 233 mJ/Kmole

whih means that only 1.57 % Sm

3+

ions are bounded

to SmIn

3

. It is diÆult to deide what was the real tem-

perature dependene of C

M

. The T

3

| temperature de-

pendene implies to large value of the eletroni spei�

heat. A deision about it ould give spei� heat mea-

surements in high magneti �elds, of the same order of

magnitude as T

N

(on the energy sale).

Fig. 3. Temperature dependene of the exess part of the

spei� heat of SmIn over the eletroni, lattie, and hyper-

�ne spei� heat. See the text.

II. TRANSPORT PROPERTIES

Reently, there has been onsiderable interest in the

e�ets of CEF on the eletron transport properties of

rare{earth intermetalli ompounds as metalli systems

ontaining magneti ions [7{9℄. SmIn

3

is one of the inter-

metalli ompounds just in this ategory. In suh om-

pounds the sattering ross{setion for onduting ele-

trons depends upon the temperature as a onsequene of

the CEF splitting of the 4f{eletron level of the rare{

earth ions [10,11℄. Therefore, studies of the transport

properties provide information of the CEF level sheme

of the rare{earth ion, and also of the sattering meh-

anisms. Among the intermetalli ompounds of rare{

earths, ompounds where the CEF ground state is a sin-

glet are partiularly interesting beause fairly large CEF

e�ets are expeted to be seen in transport properties at

low temperatures.

An additional fat whih in some sense may ompliate

the physial piture in SmIn

3

is that the Sm valene may

be di�erent, the ratio Sm

3+

: Sm

2+

(i.e. 4f

6

to 4f

5

eletron

on�guration) not being well established. The hange of

the Sm valene should be somehow orrelated with the
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transport properties. We present here the results of ther-

mal ondutivity and eletrial resistivity measurements

of SmIn

3

in the temperature range from 4 K to 40 K,

together with the results on LaIn

3

, as a non{magneti

ounterpart of SmIn

3

, whih does not possess 4f eletrons

and a magneti moment, as well. The measurements of

LaIn

3

whih are isomorphous with SmIn

3

suggested that

the thermal ondutivity in the last ompound should

be governed by ondution eletrons. All these measure-

ments de�nitely showed the e�et of CEF. By omparing

the temperature dependene of the thermal ondutiv-

ity of SmIn

3

with the theory of CEF e�ets and heat

transfer phenomena, the energy separation between the

ground and the �rst exited states may be determined and

ompared with the known CEF level sheme.

The thermal ondutivity � (T ) was measured at the

temperatures between 4 K and 40 K by the standard

steady state method [12℄. One end of the sample was

soldered to a opper holder whih was a part of the

opper heat sink. Heat was supplied to the sample by

a Constantan heater fastened to the other end by GE

7031 varnish and the temperature gradient aross the

sample was measured by two Allen Bradley arbon ther-

mometers glued to it with the auray of about 1mK.

These thermometers were alibrated against a manufa-

turer alibrated Lake Shore arbon{glass thermometer

attahed to the old end of the sample. The temperature

gradient was usually 0.02 to 0.3 K/m depending upon

the temperature of measurement. The thermal ondu-

tivity was obtained by omputer �t from the data of the

heater power, the temperature gradient and the geom-

etry of the sample. The error was estimated to be less

than 5 %, mainly due to geometrial inexatnesses.

Fig. 4. Eletrial resistivity and relative magneti part

�

m

=�(T=80 K).

The eletrial resistivity was measured by the on-

ventional four{terminal AC tehniques using a preision

Prineton Applied Researh Model 5302 Lok{in Am-

pli�er. An extended range low{temperature addenda to

a standard Gi�ord{MMahon two{stage ryogenerator

was used to produe temperatures between 4 K and 40 K.

The sample for measuring of thermal and eletrial on-

dutivity was ut as an elongated bar of the dimension of

40x2x2 mm

3

from the same poly{rystalline SmIn

3

rod

on whih the spei� heat has been measured. Fig. 4 dis-

plays the absolute eletrial resistivity of SmIn

3

and the

magneti ontribution obtained by extrating the LaIn

3

resistivity and normalized to the resistivity at 80 K. The

CEF e�ets are learly evidened as well as a dramati

anomaly at T

N

.

Fig. 5. Thermal resistivity multiplied by the temperature

(T=�) of SmIn

3

and LaIn

3

vs. temperature. The \1{2" urve

is the magneti part of thermal resistivity of SmIn

3

.

Fig. 6. Temperature dependene of the CEF Lorenz num-

ber for SmIn

3

The results of the same proedure are presented at

Fig. 5 where the thermal resistivity W (1=�) is shown as

multiplied by T . In this way all other ontributions suh

as those from impurity or eletron{phonon sattering are

separated from the \magneti" part of resistivities due

to CEF e�ets.

As the thermal ondutivity of metals is governed by

the eletron eletrial thermal ondutivities are a sum of

ontributions from di�erent sattering proesses, aord-

ing to Matthisen's rule. From the magneti ontributions

to the thermal and eletrial resistivities the CEF Lorenz

number L

CF

was alulated:

L

CF

= �

CF

=W

CF

T: (1)
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The data for the ratio (L

CF

=L

O

) are shown in Fig. 6.

For metals where only eletrons ontribute to the ther-

mal ondutivity, the relative Lorenz number (L

CF

=L

O

)

is equal to unity insofar as there are only elasti sat-

tering proesses [12℄. Inelasti sattering proesses, how-

ever, have di�erent e�ets on the thermal and eletrial

ondutivities, leading to the suppression of the Lorenz

number. Qualitatively, beause no elasti sattering is

possible on the singlet ground state level, at low temper-

atures there is only inelasti sattering (transition from

singlet to doublet, e.g. �

1

� �

6

) and onsequently low val-

ues of (L

CF

=L

O

) . With the inrease of T the (�

6

) dou-

blet beomes populated, elasti sattering beomes pos-

sible and the CEF Lorenz number inreases. So it seems

the singlet ground state is also possible, most probably

due to the Sm

2+

ions.

The magneti part of the thermal ondutivity of

SmIn

3

may be analyzed as follows.

The low temperature thermal ondutivity of a metal

may be written as [12℄

T=�(T ) = �

r

=(L +BT

3

) (2)

where �

r

is the residual resistivity, L is the Lorenz num-

ber and BT

3

is the term due to sattering by phonons.

The temperature dependene above T

N

an be inter-

preted in terms of the CEF splitting of the 4f{levels

in SmIn

3

. The

6

H

5=2

state of the Sm ion is split by

the e�et of CEF onto the number of levels of whih

the ground state may be a singlet. In suh a system the

Hamiltonian for the interation of ondution eletrons

with the Sm ions is given by [13℄:

< = V o �

X

k

1

k

1

2Jex(k

1

k

1

)(g

J

� 1)J(k)S(k

1

) + <

Q

(3)

where the �rst term represents the interation with the

spherial part of the sreened Coulomb harge, the se-

ond term| the exhange interation with 4f spins of Sm

ions and the third term the interation with the eletri

quadrupole of the Sm ion. In this expression, g

J

is the

Landes g{fator, Jex is the s � f exhange parameter.

From this Hamiltonian the equation for the eletroni

thermal ondutivity is obtained as [14℄:

�(T )=T =

1

Z

0

x

1 + osh x

F (X;T ) dx (4)

with

F (X;T ) =

�

�

�

�

�

�

V o

2

+

X

ij

j< ijV jj >j

2

(n

i

+ n

j

)x

(1=2)(1 + oshx)

osh(�

ij

=kT ) + osh x

�

�

�

�

�

�

2

(5)

where

n

i

= exp(E

i

=kT )=

X

j

D

j

exp(�E

j

=kT ) (6)

and

� = E

i

�E

j

: (7)

Here ji > and jj > are the wave funtions for the i{th

and j{th CEF states and D

j

is the multipliity of the

state jj >. Aording to the equation �(T )=T depends

upon temperature through a hange of the population of

eah CEF state with temperature and also di�erent ma-

trix elements between the states. In order to analyze the

experimental data for �(T )=T using these equations, we

onsider only two low{lying states and assume that the

major ontribution to the thermal ondutivity omes

from the matrix element between these states at low

temperatures. Then, the experimental data an be �tted

to eq.4 by hoosing appropriate values for the two ad-

justable parameters, the energy separation between the

ground state and the �rst exited state (�) and the ma-

trix element between states, (1=V o

2

j < ijV jj > j

2

, where

V = <� V o. The best �t is obtained with

�=k

B

= 28 K � 1 K

and

(1=V o

2

X

ij

j < ijV jj > j

2

= 2:1� 0:1:

A temperature dependene similar to the one above

should exist for the eletrial ondutivity, the theoreti-

al expression being, of ourse, somewhat di�erent from

eq. 4.

The value 28 K for � is lose to the value 30 K, the

energy separation between the ground state (a �

2

dou-

blet) and the �rst exited state (�

6

doublet) in SmIn

3

.

But it is undoubtedly lear, that more detailed studies

of the CEF splitting in SmIn

3

are desirable to on�rm

the present results.
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III. CONCLUSION

A. The spei� heat of SmIn

3

reveals a l{type anomaly

due to the AFM ordering below T

N

= 15:2 K. This tem-

perature onurs well the results of Bushow et al. [1℄ in

magneti suseptibility. From the experimental data on

the magneti ontribution of C

M

to the spei� heat, we

alulated that C

M

= 10:8:T2:7 mJ/(Kmole). This de-

pendene was di�erent from the expeted C

m

� T

3

[6℄,

that may our in the ase of strong magnon{phonon

oupling in an antiferromagnet. The value onurs well

with the e�etive spin 3/2 of the lowest laying CEF quar-

tet.

B. The hange of the Sm valene orrelated with the

transport properties. The sattering proesses during the

transfer of energy and harge in the temperature inter-

val 4{40 K are separated from the \magneti" part of

resistivities due to the CEF e�ets. From the magneti

ontributions of the thermal and eletrial resistivities

the CEF Lorenz LCF number was alulated. Inelasti

sattering proesses have di�erent e�ets on the thermal

and eletrial ondutivities leading to a suppression of

the Lorenz number.
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PITOMA TEPLO�MN�ST^ TA VLASTIVOST� PERENOSU SmIn

3

E. Le�rovs~k�, L. Le�rovs~ka, K. Popov, M. Ba�qev, K. Kala�d�ev, M. K�rov

Laborator�� niz~kih temperatur � magnetizmu,

�nstitut f�ziki tverdogo t�la �m. �. Nad�akova, Bolgars~ka akadem�� nauk

Sof��, BG{1784, Bolgar��

Vim�r�no pitomu teplomn�st~ pol�kristal�qnogo SmIn

3

v temperaturnomu �nterval� v�d 0.5 K do 25 K.

Pri 15.2 K sposter�galas~ �{pod�bna anomal��, �ka pov'�zana z antiferomagnetnim (AF) fazovim pere-

hodom. Pri temperatur� ni�qi� v�d 11 K pitoma teplomn�st~ mala zviqa�nu temperaturnu zale�n�st~,

wo vira�at~s� formulo� C

p

= T + ÆT

3

, de ostann�� qlen | suma �ratkovoÝ (�T

3

) ta magnetnoÝ (�T

3

)

pitomih teplomnoste�. Pov'�zana z perehodom entrop�� bliz~ka do veliqini S = R ln 4, �ka  spod�vano�

dl� na�ni�qogo kvartetu kristal�qnogo pol�. Teplo{ ta elektroprov�dn�st~ SmIn

3

(pol�kristal), a tako�

pol�kristal�qnih zrazk�v LaIn

3

vim�r�valas~ u temperaturnomu �nterval� m�� 4 K ta 40 K. Qislo Lorena

kristal�qnogo pol� viznaqeno z magnetnih vklad�v u teplo{ ta elektroprov�dn�st~. U rezul~tat� r�zkogo

vplivu nepru�nogo rozs��nn� na teplov� ta elektriqn� k�netiqn� koef��nti vono vi�vilos~ skladno�

funk�� temperaturi.
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